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Simone de Beauvoir Studies
Guidelines for Manuscript Anonymization
Simone de Beauvoir Studies is a peer-reviewed journal that operates according to a “doubleanonymous” peer-review system. This means that manuscript author(s) do not know who the
reviewers are and that reviewers do not know the names of the author(s). The double-anonymous
system facilitates honest and constructive feedback from reviewers and protects authors from
their rank, reputation, age, affiliation, and social location playing a role in the review of their
work. It is therefore crucial to the integrity of SdBS’s peer-review process that manuscripts are
properly anonymized prior to submission.
If the manuscript is accepted for publication, authors are always given an opportunity to revise
their manuscripts before copyediting; at this stage, any parts that were removed in order to
properly anonymize the manuscript may be added back in as necessary.
To properly anonymize your manuscript for peer-review:
1. Only include identifying information about the author in the “Title Page” file that
accompanies your “Manuscript” file. The title page includes the author’s name, author’s
contact details, full title of the manuscript, and article abstract and keywords. The Title
Page file will not be available to reviewers.
2. Do not include any identifying information in the Manuscript file, including the author’s
name, the author’s institutional affiliation, and other markers associated with the author.
3. Do not include acknowledgments. These may be added in after the review process where
relevant.
4. Anonymize file names so that they do not include any identifying information such as the
author’s name. We suggest the following “SdBS Submission – Short Title of Article.”
5. Do not include any identifying information in any files additional to the Manuscript file
and Title Page file, such as files with tables, figures, or images.

6. Do not include information that narrows the field of possible authors considerably,
including but not limited to:
 Citing your dissertation in the text or mentioning the year you finished your
dissertation.
 Citing personal communications or personal access to unpublished manuscripts,
which narrows the field to people who know X.
 Citing “forthcoming” texts, which indicate a familiarity with the author.
 Discussing narrowly personal facts about yourself in the text such as “As a
woman from Boston, USA…”, or “As someone who has her Ph.D in feminist
geography…”
7. It is permissible to include citations of the author’s own published work, as long as these
citations are not disproportional to those of the work of other authors cited or otherwise
indicate the author’s identity.
 Do not use conventions such as [Author’s Name] or [anonymized] to replace
mentions of the author and other identifying information throughout the text.
 Do not use conventions such as “I ague this elsewhere [X]” because it can be
indicative of the author’s identity.
 Because not mentioning certain relevant literature can negatively affect a
reviewer’s evaluation of a manuscript, SdBS recommends citing the author’s
name in an amount lesser or proportional to the work of other authors where the
author’s published work is relevant to the topic at hand.
 In general, do not include more than one or two citations of the author’s own
work in an article, especially if the author is not an established and widelyrecognized scholar in the area.
 If citing your own work, make sure to refer to it in the third-person (e.g. “Smith
discusses this issue…” rather than “I have discussed this issue elsewhere…”).
8. Do not include information about the author’s social location or identity that could
influence the article reviewers given the article topic.
 For example: In an article about racism, do not include mention of the author
being a “white woman” or a “Black woman.”
 For example: In an article about trans identity, do not include mention of the
author being a “trans woman” or a “cis woman.”
9. We recognize that including biographical information about the author(s) may be crucial
to certain submissions. For example, personal reflections, memoirs, or first-personal
phenomenological accounts may require discussions of the author’s social location. In
these cases, authors should consult with the SdBS Editor (SdBS@wpi.edu) about how to
properly anonymize their manuscripts without compromising the content of the
submission.

